
Esteemed Delegates,

My name is Ross Trivisonno and I’m currently a fifth-year senior at The University of Texas at Austin
quadruple-majoring in Management, Government, History, and Plan II Honors! I first attended this
conference as a freshman in high school many, many centuries ago (HAMUN 39), and soon became
addicted to Model UN. Countless crisis committees, dais gigs, OSGs – and eight years – later, I’m as
hooked on MUN as I’ve ever been. In fact, just last year, I served as Secretary-General for HAMUN 46,
and successfully led the organization to its first-ever all-virtual conference, a challenging but rewarding
feat. I stepped back from that post to serve as Deputy Secretary-General this year, along with being the
Chair of this inaugural Ad-Hoc committee!

As a student on the Forty Acres, I serve as an agency director in UT Student Government, a senior staffer
of Central Texas Model United Nations, and am President of Pi Sigma Alpha. I’m also a former fellow with
both the Clements Center for National Security and the J.J. Pickle Research Program, and just got done
interning in a Congressional office this past fall! Outside of campus, I’m heavily involved in both local and
national politics, having served on numerous campaigns.

Model UN has had an outsize role in all of this; without the public speaking skills, political acumen,
strategic prowess, and organizational abilities I’ve gained and refined over the last near-decade in Model
UN, I wouldn’t have been able to lead organizations, rally others around big goals, and immerse myself in
politics. In MUN, I’ve made lasting friendships, travelled all across the state and country, and certainly
banged my fair share of gavels!! It is, without question, the most pivotal extracurricular activity I ever
had the good sense to sign myself up for, and I sincerely hope it will be (or has been) as impactful on all
of your lives as it has been on mine.

That said, let’s turn our attention to this year’s conference, specifically the committee at hand. This
Ad-Hoc committee will be a new experience for us all – as much for me as it is for you! 2022 marks the
first year HAMUN will be piloting a Sec-Gen’s Ad-Hoc. Somewhat similar in style to a GA Plenary, this
committee’s topic will not be known until the morning of conference – in fact, it will be released online,
on this exact page, approximately one hour before session starts. And while I can’t spill the beans now,
it will certainly be something of particular importance and timeliness. Think big headlines, recent crises –
pointed, yet dominant, current issues and events. The topic will be specific, yet something that serves as
an underpinning to larger global currents. It will also be 100% factual and based in reality, yet as our
committee progresses, any updates might take fictitious and hypothetical courses of their own. In other
words, you all have the ability to chart the reality you want to see. As such, once we get rolling on the
topic, you might see many parallels, procedurally speaking, between this Ad-Hoc and other crisis
committees you might have participated in in the past. We will publish committee directives, and you
will have portfolio powers and also have a limited number of crisis staff at your disposal. As for delegate
assignments, countries and/or characters will be emailed to sponsors and delegates at the exact time the
topic is posted here on the morning of conference.

While the nature of Ad-Hoc might seem daunting due to how much uncertainty there is, don’t fret! I
understand that the lack of information on the topic and your delegate assignments might be alarming,
yet that’s also cause for huge excitement! The topic could be, literally, anything. Anything! Because of
that, you are not expected to be an expert on whatever the topic may be. Forget about those 50-page
binders full of topic-related research you furiously printed out in the wee hours of the morning on
conference eve. The emphasis in this committee is NOT about preparation. Like, at all. It is about raw



skills in the realm of public speaking and roleplay. It is about showcasing your unbridled debate chops,
displaying your ability to work on short notice, in an emergency context, to solve world-class problems,
and, more than anything, it is about putting many conferences’ worth (perhaps years’ worth) of Model
UN experience to the test in the ultimate pressure-cooker of a specialized committee. Because of that,
we recommend all delegates have attended at least a few Model UN conferences in the past. It can
clearly get intense, and, perhaps even more than crisis, Ad-Hoc is generally meant for experienced
delegates only. While parliamentary procedures will be a bit looser and more colloquial, the
problem-solving and diplomacy will be stringent and high-quality.

Lastly, because there is no formal pre-conference research to be done with the topic unknown ahead of
time, there will be no position papers required for this committee. You may contact me at
ross.trivisonno@utexas.edu with any questions or concerns.

With that, I wish you all the best in this committee. (I’d say good luck, but I doubt you’ll need any –
you’re already pros!) I look forward to meeting you all on the morning of what will be my ninth and final
HAMUN conference. Until then, take care, and brush up on those crisis skills!

Best wishes,

Ross Trivisonno

Chair, Ad-Hoc
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